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EMAY International Engineering and Consultancy Inc., founded in 1980 by Hamdi Ayd?n, is an
engineering and consultancy company of over 1000 employees and its headquarters located in Istanbul,
Turkey. EMAY is active internationally, in Middle East and CIS Countries and its initial steps at South Asia.
The driving force behind the success of EMAY is its capacity for offering interdisciplinary engineering
services, using the expertise of its vast range of senior technical staff. The company has undertaken projects
in the following countries worldwide: Turkey, Mongolia, Azerbaijan, Iraq, and Kazakhstan. EMAY is
certified by ISO 9001 Quality Management Systems, ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems and
OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety Management Systems.
EMAY is organized into three Business Units: 1-Transportation (Highways, Rail Systems, Urban Public
Transportation Systems, Bridges & Viaducts, Tunnels, Airports, Ports and Marine Structures etc.), 2Water/Environment (Water Supply, Waste Water Treatment, Pipelines, Networks), 3- Buildings (Mass
Housing, Offices, Shopping Malls, Industrial Buildings) and serves in all areas within the life-cycle of
projects; from feasibility studies to transportation and traffic planning; from design to tender period services;
from project management, construction and site supervision and management to commissioning services;
with its employees having expertise in different disciplines.
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Since more than half of Turkey consists of mountains / hilly areas and the underground public transportation
systems have always been being preferred by the governors of Turkey’s big cities, EMAY’s expertise in
tunnelling and geotechnical engineering has always been one of the most vital elements for all
infrastructure development projects in Turkey such as in construction of highways, railways, metros, urban
renewal, underground space developments, etc. Our tunnel and geotechnical engineering team includes key
experts with vast experience in all of the related disciplines and across the full range of services— from
feasibility studies and investigations, through preliminary and detailed designs, to construction management
services.

